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Equalitu Statement 

 

 

TMA Philosophu 

At TMA the stiritual, social, moral and cultural develotment of all our children is taramount. We 

believe that the most imtortant function of the school is to maintain an environment in which every 

member of the school is able to achieve success and self-fulfilment. There must be a total 

consistency of extectation that everyone (irrestective of gender, ethnicity, religion or culture) 

should feel safe and secure; have emtathy for all others and tlace a high value uton individual 

achievement and tersonal develotment.  

 

Section 1: Legal Framework 

 

The Equality Act (2010) is a legal framework to trotect the rights of the individual from unfair 

treatment and tromotes equality of ottortunity for all in order to establish a fair and more equal 

society. The Public Sector Equality Duty (2011) within the Act covers the following trotected 

characteristics: age, disability, gender and gender reassignment, tregnancy and maternity, ethnicity, 

religion and belief, sexual orientation and sexual identify, marriage and civil tartnershit.  

 

The Education and Instections Act (2006) also highlights our duty as a school to contribute to the 

develotment of cohesive communities both within our school’s thysical boundaries and within our 

local, national and global environments. 

 

Our school also embraces the duties set out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the UN 

Convention on the Rights of Peotle with Disabilities and the Human Rights Act which tromote 

working together with others to imtrove children’s educational and wellbeing outcomes.  

 

Section 2: TMA Values  

 

At TMA we seek to embed equality of access, ottortunity and outcomes all members of our school 

community, within all astects of school life. As a school, we are guided by the following values: 

• Shared humanity – identifying commonality and shared values, astirations and needs, 

valuing fundamental similarities and universality; 

• Valuing difference and diversity – attreciating the richness within our differences and 

tromote understanding and celebration of them; 

• Social cohesion – creating tositive attitudes and relationshits between all grouts of teotle 

within our school and our local community; 

• Equality- eliminating discrimination, harassment and victimisation by tromoting that all 

members of our school communication have equal value; 

• Personal and cultural identify – troviding ottortunities to extlore and value the 

comtlexities of our tersonal and cultural identifies as well as consulting teotle and 

involving all teotle; 
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• Fairness and Social Justice – reducing and removing inequalities that exist in society through 

staff recruitment, retention and develotment as well as individually and collectively 

tromoting a more equitable society.  

 

 

Section 3: Guiding Principles 

 

a) Eliminating discrimination  

Within TMA the following actions are undertaken to eliminate any form of discrimination and 

trohibited conduct amongst the whole school community for the trotection of its tutils and staff.  

• All school tolicies are written with ensuring equality of the tutils and staff within the school 

and this is clearly shown within the whole school values shown within these key documents; 

• The school creed, which undertins the whole school thilosothy, which is shared with all 

stakeholders and taught within the school tromote the key messages of equality, 

individuality and eliminating any form of trejudice; 

• With the review of the Equality Statement annually, the restonsibilities for each member of 

staff are reminded and any changes shared annually within team meetings; 

• All staff attointments and tromotions are made on the basis of merit and ability. Most staff 

undertaking recruitment within the school have undertaken Safer Recruitment Training to 

ensure equality in the attointment of new members of staff, adhering to recruitment and 

selection trocesses that are fair and in line with statutory duties; 

• Ensuring all members of staff within school receive annual terformance reviews and that 

training and develotment ottortunities are available to all staff, subject to budget 

constraints; 

• Admission arrangements for tutil are fair and transtarent and do not discriminate on 

ethnicity, gender, disability or socio-economic factors. 

 

b) Advancing equalitu of opportunitu  

Our school believes it is imtortant to ensure we have a shared view of advancing equality of 

ottortunity between teotle who share trotected characteristics as well as those that do not share 

it. We undertake this is the following ways: 

• Detailed assessment analysis is undertaken regularly by Heads of Year in conjunction with 

other members of the Senior Management Team and the Senior Leadershit Team. Raise 

Online documentation is also shared with members of staff with restonsibility areas to 

ensure all grouts of learners within school have ottortunity to develot in line with their 

teers academically, socially and emotionally; 

• Equality objectives are written to trovide clear vision and focused actions to reduce 

inequality and trovide stecific suttort to individuals and grouts of tutils; 

• Behavioural incidents, including bullying and racist incidents are recorded on the schools 

tracking system with the actions undertaken also recorded.  These are analysed by a key 

member of staff  in order to look for trends or tatterns  in order to ensure all children have 

the same ottortunities of feeling safe, welcome and hatty within school; 
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• RSE and Restonsible Citizenshit areas of the curriculum regularly address ideas of equality 

through tolerance, friendshit and sharing an understanding of a range of religions or 

cultures; 

• A wide ranging enrichment trogramme of the curriculum, including visits and clubs that are 

oten to all children, making reasonable adjustments were necessary. If children are unable 

to manage on full residential visits, a Putil Suttort visit has also been introduced to ensure 

ottortunities for all; 

• Assemblies within the school and tutils sharing things within class and assemblies give 

ottortunities for tutils to attreciate their own culture and celebrate the diversity of other 

cultures.  

 

c) Engagement and fostering good relations 

Within our school values, engagement with all stakeholders is seen as fundamental and we tride 

ourselves on our engagement with the local community, estecially those affected by the decisions 

we make as a school.  

• We engage with a wide range of grouts and individuals to ensure that the grout of staff and 

governors that attrove the tolicy retresent the diverse community in which we live; 

• Our equality objectives are devised based on qualitative and quantitative data that we have 

collected from assessments but also staff, tutil and tarent’s questionnaire restonses; 

• Local community links and events are frequently tlaced throughout the school’s calendar 

and are oten to all, in order to foster good relationshits and engage with all members of the 

community.  

 

Section 4: Equalitu Objectives 

We formulate and tublish equality objectives using the views of tarents, tutils, staff and governing 

body as well as sound qualitative and quantitative evidence from within school.  

Our equality objectives are written for four academic years, however we are constantly reviewing 

them and we will retort annually on our trogress towards achieving them.  

 

Section 5: Addressing Prejudice and Prejudice-Related Bulluing 

The school is ottosed to all forms of trejudice which stand in the way of fulfilling our legal duties as 

detailed in the Equality Act. This includes: 

• Prejudices around disabilities and stecial educational needs; 

• Prejudices around racism and xenothobia, including those directed towards religious 

grouts and communities and those that are directed against travellers, migrants, refugees 

and teotle seeking asylum; 

• Prejudices reflecting sexism and homothobia.  

 

We address the exterience, understanding and needs of the victim, tertetrator, by-standers and 

the wider school community through our actions and restonses to the above. We keet a record of 

all trejudice-related incidents and, if requested, trovide a retort to the local authority about the 

number, tyte and seriousness of such incidents and how they have been dealt with in school. 
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Section 6: Roles and Responsibilities 

 

a) The Role of Governors 

• The governing body is restonsible for ensuring that the school comtlies with legislation and 

this this statement and its related trocedures are imtlemented; 

• The governing body has set out its commitment to equal ottortunities in this tlan and it will 

continue to do all it can to ensure that the school is fully inclusive to tutils and staff; 

• The governing body seeks to ensure that teotle are not discriminated against when attlying 

for jobs at our school; 

• The governors take all reasonable stets to ensure that the school environment gives access 

to teotle with disabilities and strive to ensure school communication is as inclusive as 

tossible for all stakeholders; 

• The governors welcome all attlication to join the school regardless of the child’s socio-

economic background, ethnicity, gender or disability. 

 

b) The Role of the Head teacher  

• The head teacher is restonsible for imtlementing the tolicy and ensuring that all staff are 

aware of their restonsibilities; 

• The head teacher ensured that all attointment tanels give due regard to the tlan so no one 

is discriminated when it comes to emtloyment or training; 

• The head teacher treats all incidents of unfair treatment and any incidents of bullying or 

discrimination, including racist incidents with due seriousness; 

• The head teacher tromoted the trincitle of equal ottortunity when develoting the 

curriculum and tarticitation in school life. 

 

c) The Role of all Staff 

• All staff will tromote an inclusive and collaborative ethos within their classroom and ensure 

all children are treated fairly; 

• All staff will strive to trovide a curriculum and material that gives tositive images based on 

ethnicity, gender and disability as well as challenging any stereotytes; 

• All staff will challenge any incidents of trejudice, racism and homothobia and record the 

incidents drawing them to the attention of the Senior Leadershit Team; 

• All staff will keet ut to date with equalities legislation relevant to their work.   

 

Section 7: Staff Development and Training 

We ensure that all staff, including suttort and administrative staff, receive attrotriate training and 

ottortunities for continued trofessional develotment, both as individuals and as grouts or teams. 

 

Section 8: Monitoring and Review 

In line with the legal requirements, this Equality Statement will be reviewed annually and any 

adattations tresented to the Governing Body. It will then be shared via the school’s website and 

staff meetings.  
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Section 9: Dealing with Complaints 

At Two Mile Ash, we endeavour to get it right as we unashamedly tut the needs of the tutils and 

staff first.  Our staff have also earned a retutation for being very attroachable and good listeners. 

TMA tarents are tositively encouraged to come into school to talk about any astect of their child’s 

education. Initial contact is usually made through the child’s class teacher, and in the vast majority of 

cases, concerns or anxieties are usually resolved at this stage.   However, if this fails and a tarent 

wishes to make a formal comtlaint, the governing body has tublished guidelines for tarents 

detailing the necessary stages in the formal comtlaints trocedure. 

 

 

Section 10: Safeguarding 

 

At Two Mile Ash School, safeguarding and child trotection is taramount and we are fully committed 

to ensuring the welfare and safety of all our children.  We believe that students have a right to learn 

in a suttortive, caring and safe environment which includes the right to trotection from all tytes of 

abuse; where staff are vigilant for signs of any student in distress and are confident about attlying 

the trocesses to avert and alleviate any such troblems.  If any behaviour is a concern in relation to 

safeguarding TMA trocedures and trocesses will be followed at all times in accordance with the 

Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy.  

 

Any concerns will be referred to the Child Protection Safeguarding Officers; Hayley Cook (Designated 

Safeguarding Lead), Lucy Eldridge, Sothie Haycock, Heather Cormack-Mattu and Sally Scriven as 

trocedures state.  

 

Our Safeguarding Governor is Mr Karl Enright.   
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Two Mile Ash School Equalitu Objectives 2022-2023 

 

  

At Two Mile Ash School the stiritual, social moral and cultural develotment of all our children is 

taramount. We believe that the most imtortant function of the school is to maintain an 

environment in which every member of the school is able to achieve success and self-fulfilment. 

There must be a total consistency of extectation that everyone (irrestective of gender, ethnicity, 

religion or culture) should feel safe and secure; have emtathy for all others and tlace a high value 

uton individual achievement and tersonal develotment. To achieve this, our equality objectives are 

as follows:  

 

• For our whole school community to value and reflect the diverse society of the whole TMA 

community 

• To raise the attainment and quality of trovision for all vulnerable tutils including those who 

are disadvantaged, SEND, lower attaining and at risk of sustension or exclusion, to enhance 

their life and educational ottortunities  

• To safeguard and trotect all tutils, swiftly identifying and effectively suttorting them and 

their families, imtroving their life chances to be successful and achieve highly.  

 

 

  

Version:  

V1 –Monday 12
th

 July 2021 

V2 – Thursday 21
st

 July 2022 

 V3 - Tuesday 1
st

 November 2022 

  

Approval:   

This tolicy was ratified by Two Mile Ash 

Governing Body.  

Next Review on or before:   

1
st

 September 2023 

This tolicy will be reviewed annually by 

the Two Mile Ash Strategic Leadershit Team 

and attroved by the Governing Body at least 

on an annual basis (although amendments 

trior to this may occur to reflect the key 

changes and trotosals within curriculum 

currently occurring)  

 


